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Of Fall Color ... 
To The 
Exciting Days 
Of Gold Rush ... 
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To The Quaint 
Mountain Town ... 
9 
To The Unique And 
Beautiful Campus Of 







Student Body .. 
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That Make 
North Georgia College 
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August Moon I 
On November 14, 15, and 16, the North Georgia College 
Playmakers presented THE TEAHOUSE OF THE AUGUST 
MOON by John Patrick. Directed by Frederic C. Robinson and 
Teresa K. Thomas the play was a big success. 
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DMS Review 
Distinguished Military Students 
Richard D. Spearman 
James H. Harper 
Victor Irvin 
William T. Cain, Jr. 
Waymond L. Ray 
William T. Sanders 
Henry F. Beckum, Jr. 
Mark K. Bynum 
Fred D. Durham 
Thomas D. Jones 
Robert M. McLaughlin 
Bastain W. Oskam 
George D. Hodge 
David J. Rohrer 
John I. Barnes III 
Christopher M. Charles 
Ricky S. Friedman 
cColonel Brigade Commander 
cLTC 1 Bn Commander 
cLTC 2 Bn Commander 
cMajor Brigade S-4 
cMajor Hq. Co. Commander 
cMajor Exec. Officer — 2 Bn 
cCaptain B.Co. Commander 
cCaptain Band Commander 
cCaptain E Co. Commander 
cCaptain A Co. Commander 
cCaptain C Co. Commander 
cCaptain D Co. Commander 
c 1Lt Senior Detachment 
c1Lt Exec. Officer — C Co. 
c2Lt 2nd Pit Ldr, B Co. 
c2Lt 2nd Pit Ldr, D Co. 
c2Lt 1st Pit Ldr, C Co. 
One of the more unique 
occurences at North Georgia College 
is the Distinguished Military Student 
Review held every Fall. It is at this 
review that the outstanding military 
students receive their deserved 
recognition. This year’s Reviewing 
Officer was Brigadier General Daniel 
W. French, Deputy Chief of Staff for 
ROTO. 
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In the tradition of Merry Oide England, the 
Christmas Madrigale Feaste was a first at NGC, 
and a very successful first at that. The singers 
and players were arrayed in Renaissance dress. 
The mood was enhanced with trumpet fanfares, 
harpsichord music, and even a boar’s head. All 
of this plus the talent and energy of all involved 
helped usher in the joyous Holiday Season in 
“our little corner of the world". 




































1st row: Nancy Harrison. 2nd row left to right: Karen Ward, Cindy 
Davison, Tracey Woodall, Margaret Retzlaff, Tisha Jackson. 
Left to right kneeling: Leslie Cun- 
ningham, Janet Day, Middle row: 
llene Foster, Shannon Lindsey, 
Zenda Wheelus. Standing: Sara 
Henderson, Wanda Bass, Mark 
Bynum — cheerleader, Donna Hills- 




1st row left to right: Deanna Dooley, 
Dawn Debenedittis, Denise Nor red. 
2nd row: Laurie Walls, Angela 
Hickman, Beth Barrett, Cindy Ware. 
Trah’s 
Sitting: Lisa Lyle. 1st row left to right: Mary Speeier, Karin 
Nagle, Lou Lane, Donna Elrod. 2nd row: Lynda Crotzer, Jill 







Bravo 4 1 
Charlie 3 2 
Echo 3 2 
HO 3 2 
Alfa 2 3 






Charlie 4 1 
Alfa 3 2 
Echo 3 2 
HO 3 2 
Bravo 1 4 
Delta 1 4 
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Each has his own method of creeping into the world of knowledge. 
One may be required to know this new information, or one may merely 
have a great desire to further themselves. What ever the reason may 
be, greater knowledge will advance one in the different corners of the 
world. 
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LOOKING BACK THROUGH FALL QUARTER AND 
WHAT WE FOUND THERE: 
Perhaps Fall Quarter is the roughest of all exper- 
iences we college students are forced to confront, but 
here in “our little corner of the world” it is one of the 
best and most memorable of all quarters. With the first 
tolling of the bell in September, Fall Quarter whirls into 
action setting the scene for the rest of the year. The 
many activities presented through the quarter over- 
whelm, yet welcome the new, timid freshman as he 
gradually moves in and finds his place among the var- 
ious “happenings” at NGC. 
Gold Rush is ushered in with the panoramic view of 
the mountains and allows each student to become ac- 
quainted or reacquainted with the beauty and allure of 
the folklore surrounding “our new home”. The DMS 
Review places awe in the new cadets and instills a 
feeling of pride across campus as students are awarded 
for their military excellence. Football season enlivens 
the collegiate mood of competition in all of us as we see 
the boy in the next desk run downfield for the touch- 
down pass. Sam’s and O’Riley's, the places where we 
create all of the college antics we are so well known for. 
The sentimental Christmas Dance wraps up the quarter 
as it should be -9all friends join together to laugh and 
party one last time before the Christmas Break. 
Yes, and then there was Fall Quarter. We looked 
back and what we found there was a lot of studying, a 
lot of friends, a lot of fun, and a whole new feeling of 







3rd Runner-up Donna Hilsman, 1st Runner-up Rhonda Amburn, Miss NGC Beth Mayfield, Laurie Haynie and Penny Odom crown Beth, Miss NGC 1980. 
2nd Runner-up Janice Hood, 4th Runner-up Deborah Robinson 
Miss NGC being congratulated and taking her first official walk. 
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Mrs. Deborah Mosley Pyburn. Miss Georgia 1978, chats with 
Laurie. 
The opening number. Movin' Right Along, was a dazzling beginning to the Miss N.G.C. 
Pageant. 
Jill Fraher becomes Miss Congeniality 1980. Mr. Booth and Glaze Vaughan provide some 
entertainment. 
The woman who becomes Miss North Georgia College represents 
our college at the Miss Georgia Pageant. And, it is the Resident 
Women’s Affairs Board who sponsors the pageant to select our 
queen. Without their hard work, there would be no pageant. The 
Miss N.G.C. Pageant is totally produced and directed by members of 
R.W.A.B. And, they do a fantastic job. So, let’s take this opportunity 
to thank each and every member of the Resident Women’s Affairs 






A T THE OMNI 
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Martha Draper escorted by Chip Frierson Karen Burton escorted by Mike O’Halpin Jane Allen escorted by Bob Hardy 
Holly Matthews escorted by Richard Crotty Teresa Walls escorted by Steve Brown Beverly Saxton escorted by Steve Williams 
Cindy Ash Terrell crowns our new Homecoming Queen for 1980 Miss Mary Cushing. 

















Blue Ridge Rifles 
Golden Eagle Band 
Foxtrot 
Aggressors 






























I Don’t Know ... 
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You Tell Me! 
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LOOKING BACK THROUGH WINTER QUARTER 
AND WHAT WE FOUND THERE: 
A break from the hustle and bustle of Fall, Winter 
Quarter is usually, well, a lull — a time to lay back, 
study, and while away the hours dreaming of 
Spring Break. Can we make it? But that is not all 
that happens here. Perhaps since North Georgia is 
its “own little corner of the world” and keeps you in 
the mountains during harsh weather, NGC students 
have to look to themselves for fun and entertain- 
ment during the long winter months. 
From dancing the night away at the Homecom- 
ing Dance and Sweetheart Ball to the Miss NGC 
Pageant, campus parties, and Greek Rush, there 
has been plenty to do. Bears may hibernate from 
the snow and ice, but students were out having 
snowball fights, heading for the slopes, or just to- 
ward plain oT Sam’s or O’Riley’s for a night out. It 
was a quick quarter and as Spring Break become 
more than a daydream in English Class, visions of 
sun-drenched days on the beach danced in stu- 
dent’s heads. 
The struggle through exams and heavy woolens 
was well worth it as a motorcade of convertibles 
laden with beach towels and beer hit 1-75 south for 
some fun in the sun. After all, Winter Quarter had 




senator sam nunn ... celebrations .. I awards 
59 
parades ... dedications ... games ... ceremonies 


books ... paper ... pencils ... all nighters ... headaches 

liompete ... win ... share . I. care I ■ friends 
Faces: happy : . cheerful . I pleasant 
66 
surprised ... loving ... NGC 
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... pains ... wins ... losses ... teams ... fun ... 
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So much to do with so title time to do it — a 
good statement describing Spring Quarter at NGC. 
Spring Dances, Military Ball, Fraternity and Sorority 
Weekends, Parents/Alumni Weekend, and of 
course, the all important, favorite past time of 
cruising in a convertible loaded with beer and lots 
of loud music. Studies take second place behind 
fun in the sun and good times as the quarter roars 
past barely giving us time to catch our breath. 
However, the things that stand out the most in 
our minds about Spring Quarter are seeing the past 
catch up with the future and the inevitable task of 
having to say good-byes to all of those who have 
become such an integral part of our lives. As we sit 
through Graduation sifting through the experiences 
of recent years we are faced with the fact that we 
have striven for four years only to find that our true 
pioneering has only just begun. 
The year was filled with good times and bad, 
sprinkled with memories, mingled with anticipation, 
and shadowed with regret. These days spent lying 
in the sun, rushing to the library for that last minute 
paper, and partying all night with our buddies, are 
the ones we’ve looked forward to and will remem- 
ber always. As we pack our cars and are on the 
road away from NGC, whether it be for summer or 
to take on a new lifestyle, we realize the swiftness 
with which these valuable days pass. Perhaps the 
best and most concise way to express such 
thoughts and feelings is through this simple pas- 
sage: “... We must live each second to its fullest, 
for one day those seconds will be the days of the 
future past...". And so it was for the 1979-1980 
school year. 

1st row: M. Webb, Asst.-S3 
B. Cain, Bde. Cdr. 
R. Spearman, Bde. Cdr. 
S. Dyer, A & R Officer 
2nd row: A. Duvall, Asst. S-1 
V. Irving, Bde. XO 
J. McCollum, Bde. S4 
M. McGuinn 
B. Stai, CSM 
3rd row: T. Scarano, Bde. S3 
C. Whitfield, OPNS NCO 
G. Elzey, Bde. Clerk 
D. McEnery, S-4 NCO 
S. Brookshire, S-3 NCO 
% 
1st BA TTALION STAFF 
1st row: H. Harper C/LTC 
2nd row: D. Williams C/MAJ 
K. Vining C/CPT 
F. Robinson C/CPT 
D. Williams C/CPT 
M. Higley C/CPT 
3rd row: R. Wiggins C/ 1L T 
J. Ralph C/SGM 
C.D. Cunningham C/SFC 
M. Goodson C/SSG 








1st row — N. Massengill — Pit. Sgt., M. Fields — Pit. Ldr., 2nd 
row: S. Townsend — Sqd, Ldr., M. Childers, S. Morgan, C. 
Dubose, G. Joiner, B. Rainwater, P.L. Tang, M. Russell, 3rd row: 
B. Raville — Sqd. Ldr., B. Butt, S. Harris, K. Harrison, J. Arnold, 
D. MacMillan, B. Stathakis, J. Conley, 4th row: A. Townsend — 
Sqd. Ldr.. R. McCollum, P. Blunnie, M. Frazier, J. Pawlik, R. 





ALFA CO. STAFF 
1st row: Cpt. Janssens E Advisor, T. Jones S Co. Cdr. 2nd row S. Daugherty -3 
XO, R. Champion — 1SG, H. Beckum — Academic Officer, 3rd row: J. Folsom — 
Co. Clerk, M. Stokely — Athletic NCO 
Kneeling: P. Hoffman — Asst. Pit. Ldr., J. Miracle — Pit. Ldr., C. Easterling — Pit. Sgt., 1st row: B. Simonton — Sqd. Ldr., K. Deal, T. 
Upshaw, W. Garner, C. Howell, R. Horton, M. Masters, T. Jordan, D. McDougall, K. Yu, W. Butler, J. Hicks, 2nd row: R. Lawter, M. 
Richardson, J. Reece, M. Ford, W. Wood, S. Fogarty, G. Kubitz, B. Lott, A. Whitfield, M. Hussey, S. Hinton, S. Rohrer, 3rd row: K. Marsh 
— Sqd, Ldr., J. Moore, M. Benner, B. Chapman, J. Shea, K. Wimberly, B. Lane, F. Moore, J. Alvarado, C. Meadows, R. Etheridge 
Cheerleaders 
Front row: Dawn Debenedittis, Debbie Holland, Back row: Nancy Coats, 
Deanne Dooley — Cpt., Beth Mayfield, Joy Reynolds, Kyle O’Dell, not 
pictured: Beth Barrett, Mary Lynn Fowler, Marty Hendrix, Holly Matthews -9 
Honorary Cpt. 
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1st row: J.K. Tribble — C/SFC, J.l. Barnes — C/2Lt, 2nd row: J.B. Maffett — C/SSG, R.E. Trevillion, R. Leventhoi, Terrell, A. Sapp, 
Shellhouse, V. Wilson, Casey, P. Abernathy 3rd row: D. Bullock, Taylor, T.M. Cordle, P. Hayes, Gyle, J. Price, P. Goletz, Jones 4th row: 
A. Woods, T.E. Thurmond, K.W. Groggan, Roberts, W.A. Daniel, J.D. Rich, T. Brown — C/2Lt, S. Miller 
1st Platoon 
1st row: W.S. Zorn 
C/SFC. A.L. Singleton 
C/SSG, S.D. Stogner, W. 
Riley, R.F. Neal, F.J. Crawley, 
D. Butler, W.B. Kelly, S.C. 
Kachmar, C.O. Sennette, 
Davis ■— C/2Lt, 2nd row: 
Davis — C/SSG, S. Bowls, 
S.D. Burford, F. Oliver, D.W. 
Emmerton, C.D. Serpa, R.C. 
Sales, 3rd row: M.E. Wynn — 
C/SSG, C. Thompson, 
Hepburn, EL. Kern, Billy, 
Maze, J.S. Meriwether, Smith, 
R.A. Crowe, S.A. Carpenter 
1st row: Yvonne Edwards, 2nd row: Danisa James, Donna 
Elrod, 3rd row: Belinda Brass, Debra Kinsey, Denise Pederson, 
4th row: Leisa James, Sherry Jewel, Lisa Cowart, Lori Dawson 
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CHARLIE CO. STAFF 
1st row: B. Garrett — 1st Sgt. 
R. McLaughlin — Co. CDR 
D. Rohrer — XO 
2nd row: M. Huber — Academics Officer 
J. Cox — Guidon 
3rd row: M. Mabry — Co. Clerk 
J. Griffin — Co. A & R 
2nd Platoon 
1st row: R. Ray — Pit. 
Ldr., C. Shepard — Asst. 
1st Sqd. Ldr., F. Jones, Y. 
Langston, D. Anderson, J. 
Haynes, H. Bridges -M 
Asst. 2nd Sqd. Ldr., S. , . 
Creamer, P. Clymer — | 
Pit. Sgt. 2nd row: J. Koon |J. 
— 2nd Sqd. Ldr., K. 
Branch, M. Turner, P. 
Perkins, C. Evans, G. 
Baldwin, R. Dunn, C. ' V ‘ 
Bridges — Asst. Pit. Ldr. I 
3rd row: J. Lutz — 3rd IH 
Sqd. Ldr., D. Spier, J. 
Black, R. Hammer, F. 
Rumble, E Lasseter, 
Mark, M. Conley — Asst. 
3rd Sqd. Ldr., Not 
pictured: C. W. Anderson' V ' 
III, J. Jinks III, G. Bunn — | 





Cooley, B. Mayfield, P. Knowles, P. Foster, 3rd row: R. Dyer S- 3rd Sqd. Ldr., J. Flowers, W. Hansard, J. Lewis, R. Davis, S. Clausen, V. Atha, 
M. Elam, T. Day, £. McMiHian, 4throw:D. Wilensky—Asst. 3rdSqd. Ldr., A. Collins, B. Thames — Asst. IstSqd. Ldr., V. Page, B. Brannon — 
Asst. Pit. Sgt. 
Front row: Laura Joyce, Lisa Price, Paula 
Mitchell, Susan Jones, Back row: Gale 
Ussury — Cpt., Vivian Short, Leslie Hyde, 
Christie Anderson, Laura Spruill, Not 
pictured: Jan Collins, Jan Drexler, Tammy 
Robins, Stephanie Scott 
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2nd BA TTALION STAFF 
1st row: B. Sanders 
B. Cooke 
K. Merritt 




3rd row: £. Marble 
J. Thompson 
N. Nahser 
HEADQUARTERS CO. STAFF 
1st row: M. Harris, Charlie May — Co. CDR, T. Thomas, 2nd row: J. 
Smith, J. Maher, 3rd row: T. Amsler 
Front: M. Etheridge, A.O. Smith, 
W. Turchiano, D. Carlton, 1st 
row: T. Spann, J. Crow, P. 
Thurmond, L. Lockett, F. 
Crawley, £ Gleason, R. Bailey, 
2nd row: P. Suggs, T. Britt, J. 
Purvis, T. Askew, Z. Scott, L. 
Hackle, C.J. Owens, 3rd row: A. 
Beveridge, M. Bell, T. Robinson, 




1st row: D. Harvey, R. Fishel, 
C. Davitte, S. Fabozzi, S. 
Christie, E Sheridan, 2nd 
row: M. Gavel, M. Munson, D. 
Doiph, B. Demine 
COLOR GUARD 
1st row M Bynum, T. Amsler, J. Ford, 2nd row: M. Shepard, H. Gaves, M. Fariett, J. Brown, J. Crider, D. 
Spillers, 3rd row: L. Presswood, D. Grace, O. Harvey, S. Pilcher, C. Adair, A. Heetderks, 4th row: C. Tilley, F. 
Fletcher, B. Welch, A. Collins, D. Robinson, W. Ziprik, 5th row: K. Hill, J. Crider, B. Exiey, P. Kravchenko, T. 
Bader, E Warner 
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Foxtrot 
1st row: M. Puckett — Cpt., D. 
Hillsman — Staff Sgt., S. 
Henderson, £ Faucett, J. 
ManlanOwski, D. Parker, A. 
Hoglen — 1st Sgt., 2nd row: Z. 
Wheelus — Staff Sgt, S. 
Gleason, J. pay, W. Bass, J. 
Vandegrift, 3rd row: L. 
Cunningham — Staff Sgt., G. 
Hunter, S. Lindsay, D. Mock, C. 
Manley 
Cheerleaders 
Front row: Margaret Ford, Laura Daniels, Deborah Harmon, Veronica 
Holloway, Back row: Daisy Gaffney — Cpt., Darcy Parker, Gail 
Daugherty, Deborah Mock, Not Pictured: Karen Burton, Eileen 
Faucett, Sara Henderson, Kathy Hensley, Julia Waters 
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DELTA CO. STAFF 
1st row: B. Oskam H- C/CPT 
2nd row: S. BrownS- C/2Lt. 
R. HudsonS- C/1Lt. 
3rd row: G. Blaeser — C/SFC 
D. Griner 3 C/ 1Sgt. 
G. Scala — C/Sgt. 
1st row: C. Charles — C/2Lt, B. Johnson 3G/SFC, A. Goode, J. 
Henderson, M. Lash, B. Litke, D. Anderson, B. Busby, Ft. Vigneault, D. 
Waite, 2nd row: J. Bradshaw — C/SSG, £ Short, R. Scott, S. Teeter, 
G. Horton, C. Steele, A. G. Penick I- C/SSG, B. Cannington — C/SSG, 
L. Duckett, B. Lahr, 3rd row: S. Collins — C/SSG, W. Daniels, J. 





1strow:J.E. Sweate — C/2Lt., W.M. Jordan — C/SFC, W. Norman, D.A. Legg, M. Roman, T.C. McCahan, L. Crawford, J. Visconti, 
R. W. McElrath — C/SSG, 2nd row: M. W. Hudson, B.E. Sweezy, G.B. Christy, R.J. Lombardo, R.J. Moe, F. Soto, F.C. Watson, A.K. 
Sutter, R.B. Hobgood — C/SSG, 3rd row: M.C. Nichols, G.L. Marshall, W.K. Aumick, R.E. Sherwood, D.E. Lucas, L. Lewis, D.P. Hall, 
T.P. Tyler, C.T. Wurzbacher, J.A. Jensen, M.G. Kosiba — C/SSG, 4th row: R.B. Dees, H.M. Leslie, S.C. Beasley, A.P. Templeton, W. 
Horton, D.L. Richardson, J.A. Quackenbush, M.L. Davitte — C/Sgt., T.P. Casey, R.T. Pemberton, S.P. Haley, S.W. Alligood, M.F. 
Lombardo^k C/SSG 
Cheerleaders 
Front row: Lisa James, Martha Draper, Alison West, Back row: Amy 
Roberts, Cathy Long, Not Pictured: Cheryl Cato, Becky Corbin, Missy 
Cox, Lynn Ison, Dana Middleton, Laura Watson, Paula Wolfe 
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ECHO CO. STAFF 
1st row: P. Poulson — C/2Lt„ Pit. 
Ldr., A. Hepburn — C/SFC, Pit. Sgt., 
2nd row: W. Mallory — C/SSG, Asst. 
Pit. Sgt., R. Barr — C/SSG, 1st Sqd. 
Ldr., £ Harry, B. Pinson, R. McDonald, 
D. Boggs, J. Pavlovsky, B. Tierce, 3rd 
row: D Ray — C/SSG, 2nd Sqd. Ldr., 
A. Holmes, D. Garrett, F. Long, C. 
Shockley, B. Castle, £. Danforth, 4th 
row: T. Romine H- C/SSG, 3rd Sqd. 
Ldr., J. McEnery, M.L. Huber, J. Vick, 
J. Craton, G. Medina, J. Williams, K. 
Blaschke 
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s 1st Platoon 
1st row: K. Roberts — C/2Lt„ R. Fowler — C/SFC, 2nd row: R. Vina — C/SSG, Asst. Pit. Sgt., T. Payne — C/SSG, 1st Sqd. Ldr., K. 
Machand, S. Harris, D. Hubbard, R. Gilbert, R. Allen, B. Axley, R. Spaulding, B. Thomas, J. Powell. 3rd row: R. Gay—C/SSG, 2nd Sqd. 
Ldr., J. Payne, B. Thomas, C. Frierson, M. Casper, J. Brightwell, G. Andress, M. Croft, B. Morris, T. McCommons, M. Ahern, 4th row: K. 










1st row: Jacqueline Dupree, Angie 
Foster, Jane Allen, Michelle Morton, 
2nd row: Lee Ann Stewart, Greta 
Sutherland, Leslie Hester, Donna 
Gilstrap, Valerie White, Not Pictured: 





































1st row: H. Harper C/LTC XO, S-3 
T. Scarano C/MAJ 
D. Durham C/CPT Asst. S-3 
2nd row: M. Webb C/2LT. 
L TC. H. V. Smith Advisor 
M. Fields C/2LT. 
B. Oskam C/CPT 
Ft. Spearman C/COL CDR 
P. Pouison C/2LT. 
D.E Williams C/MAJ 
J. Sweatte C/2LT. 1SG 
B. Cain C/COL 
Not Pictured: W. Ray C/MAJ S-4 




President — C/SGM J.R. 
Ralph III 
Vice President — C/SGM 
E.D. Marble 
Treasurer — C/CSM Sti 
Secretary — C/1SGT Harris 













































































































































Standing: Spearman — CO 














Durham — XO 
CPT. Sanders — Advisor 
Thomas 
Brannon — 1SGT 



































Kneeling: Tammy Griffin 
Sue Johnson CDR 
Tina Brown 
















'e get to be very close and sometimes there are conflicts but 
—I Each Company was asked to do a 
written. Thank you for adding somethin\ 
ALFA 
The 79-80 school year has been a goi 
for the current year. The brigade comma\ 
members of Alfa Company before proi 
those that did I put in just as they were 
Hence was weiltSSbei^^ ttidTrulltary department during ranks selection 
^^nmartders, 0ihfge:^ffgeants Major, and a first sergeant were 
WjEfihter quarter, ~-1st.piabeJb th&Bweetheart Review and 1st place in the 
tqsFspirited- oor^phieS-pn carnplys. 
skettmllcSmSS0iidfr.sSoua\as an inspiration and leader for Alfa's 
Ipreciaiieh'-andj/viS^OdUg Successful future upon graduation this 
year for Ana&bmoqtwlSi 
',-a" m 
  
Some ofAlfp's awards this year inclucmd Sad place 
DMS review in Fall quarter. In additionVdta is 
Special thanks is given to Doug 
teams during the school year. The merw@am*aimi hvajjjggg^jjjBk 
Spring. 
DELTA ... 
Delta Dragons: "Agile, Mobile, Hos^^SjmjmemAfP^Wmi’TTmsTSmbeenbcir momthjsyeac.- YoucotrIcf$ear this motto all over campus during 
frogweek and you could hear it fouddiy&^iaB^^Sarrja^BSiiSFSSSBanfMBdtto. This is-pipyeBibyiheTp(i&hat Delta Company won the title of 
"Most Motivated Company" during KGgsssekJmZZ." "ifjsjSlija 
It's true that we weren't very Agttm^ilSSBrBatlri^las^mSXiiemade upjof H by being. HdstilefWe haveSej a new school record in football, 0 
wins and 5 loses. We don't really bemj&e apyone wl&'be tiymgxL&reakthat“recocd'-, Eve'nthough our record was toothing to brag about, we did have 
a great time out there and it realltj&rqughifhapqmpahyclmer together. ...:z - .- 
Winter quarter we have really surprised S0mep@_opie,.espe.c^M/ .tfie'Cadre. We have~won-ist in White Collar inspection and 2nd in the Sweetheart 
Review! This just goes to show yo/Lcan reach your goals. We haven'tstopped striyingJs^reach our goals either. We are 
currently tied for 2nd place m&BrayezttEbasketball. and plan^^Bnrshing on top~ih the rifle matches. ~ 
We took with much enthnfd&SSiablbntiGtnatkvidciwarri SnrinnMtiarier. Lookout boys, TheCragons are breathingSr^an^ould knock th^Jonor 
Company dynasty for aJ^pT'DeitaCraaons-H- i. ~ •  
FOXTROT ... 
Foxtrot first of thptiiwti « a unique peri cl lha R O T C: ^Barteand also an euie-.mmomy atTfSmferaStBSiCm the BQt^campus. We live in 
the civilian dorm pith our own hall, yet we are responsible to fulfill and%ny buTaifttiesame military itattesand requimmenfBjn theRpTC program as 
the males do. TjE37fM$b.hf%ty$arwas ttlgTirsryear the women wore 
breakfast. Th^vnzrFoxtrot-wassrrrrDiv known as: a detachment. The 
and the won&n-pBrU&fmted’ifl 
male cadet. 
To mention some personal accompiishmen, 
r uniforms every day, held inspections three-times a vi^JCymd marched to 
year Foxtrot was fully incorporated as apiafocnrm FfeaifquaBers Company 
JTeJeast it raiserTthe units'self asteBnrq[j£L£oaia3aa3aa^toct from the 
J BRR. Jhe'-OSfdi^-^^^^nd'tvie W$$$fmruf$^^9(^^^roud that a 
member of our platoon won 3rd runner up in the Miss NGC pageant. We 'bVe tqur women who have attended basic camp. The majority of our upper 
classmen are on contract. 
On the brighter side of life when we have gripe sessions or platoon m^mbkwhd there is a lot to be discussed it never fails there is always one of us 
sighing and tapping our fingernails, impatiently a waiting to get to see 
we feet like a family. 
in the future we hope to expand the program large enough to becon^gg^^^oany, that is why we have the company designation Foxtrot. 
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SOCCER IS A KICK IN THE GRASS. 
102 
Kneeling left to right: Rob Leventhal — manager, Chris Carr, Kwang Yu, Jeff Monsour, Sean Callihan, Pat Foster, 
Phillip James — captain, Po Tang, Peter Clymer, Jeff Tate, Gil Medina. 
Standing: Chris Hall, Ernie Hall — assistant coach, Doug Boggs, John Warwick, Steve Morgan, Norman McKoy, 















gfySfy College 9\ \ 
tglethorpe 2 
Georgia College 5 
Georgia College 6 
Mercer Univ. /Maton 3 
Mercer Univ. /Mahon 1 
Taccoa Falls 3 
Oglethorpe 7 
Mercer Uniy~£Atlanta~5 
Berry College 4 
s 
l 
bump, set, spike, scoreII 
WOMEN’S VOLLEYBALL 
104 
1st row: Diane Ray, Portia Vaughn, Tera Bayard, Sandy Akers, 2nd row: June Perry, Nan Ansley, Trina Jones, Angie Thomas, Carolyn Hulsey, 



























WjMercer in Atlanta 
t jjjjenrg ia Tech. 
W&leyan 
15-3, 15-6, 15-10 
15-13, 15-13 
15-12, 15-11 
15-3, 13-15, 15-11 
7-15, 16-14, 6-15 
13-15, 13-15, 15-7 
15-7, 15-7 
15-1, 15-8 
% 15-7, 15-11 
. 16-6, 15-40 V 
\ If-15, 15\\ K-8 l 
\ 15-12y^3-\5, \/\l6\S \ \ 
\1\3. 15rli M \ \ ' 
V5\, 11\5\ 15-gi, \ a 
\ \ V5-\ 15# n 
15-9, 15-9 
15-7, 18-16, 16-14 
15-7, 9*J5, 15-13 * 
12-Hm&8.17\f 
75-11 \ '» 
15-2, 1Syl2 Tv \ 
11-15, l\l1, 1&-A 




\ 15-0. \\ \ 
\15-10, 15-\ 























North Georgia~  
Glemson 
North Georgia 






1st place GAIAW 
1st place Region III AIAW 




1st row: Diane Ray, Anne Lanier, Diane Beckford, Sherry Earls, 2ns row: Tera Bayard, Maryanne Franks, Teresa Clay, Nan Ansley, Angela 







































































SEE THAT BASKET, SEE THAT RIM 
MEN’S BASKETBALL 
109 
COME ON SAINTS PUT IT INI! 
110 
1st row: Johnny Porter, David Lavender, Allan Ross, Rocko Stowers, Scott Patton, 2nd row: Charles Cote, Roger Wilmont, Toby Taylor, Terry 






































































































Piedmom. " Jp. 
MercerA1 _ V|j|f* 
Georgi^mpllege Jp 
Southern Tecl\ 

































































WOMEN’S TENNIS . . . WOMENS TENNIS .. 
1st row: Beth Braden, Wendy Whitworth, Hilda Thompson, Susan Vanhoy. 2nd row: Marcelle 
Cunningham, Pam Hallman, Coach Brown, Donna Hilsman, Leslie Cunningham. 





















































LADY SAINTS SWING INTO ACTION! 
116 
Softball ... Softball ... Softball 
Standing: Tera Bayard, Tammy Harper, June Perry, Coach Lynn Jarrett, Cindy Davisson, Cathy Thraen, Eileen Faucett. Kneeling: Lisa 
Fuller, Jayne Thraen, Sandy Akers, Amy Hodges, Anne Hoglen, Cindy Stevens, Lisa Barnaby. 
NGC OPP 
7 Georgia State 19 
6 Armstrong 19 
7 Georgia State 15 
1 Armstrong 15 
6 Georgia Tech 5 
2 Armstrong 15 
5 Georgia Tech 6 
2 Armstrong 18 
4 Georgia State 8 
NGC OPP 
15 Georgia State 3 
8 Valdosta 14 
2 Armstrong 6 
10 West Georgia 7 
9 Georgia Southwestern 16 
4 West Georgia 8 
5 West Georgia 13 
13 Georgia Tech 3 
4 Georgia Tech 9 
READY, AIM, FIRE!! 
RIFLE TEAM 
Scores not available. 
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RAH RAH REE KICK EM IN THE KNEE . . . 
Soccer Cheerleaders 
Left to right kneeling: 











RAH RAH RASS KICKEM’ IN THE OTHER KNEE 
BASKETBALL CHEERLEADERS 




COLLEGE UNION BOARD 
1st Row: Mr. Al Theriault, John Cox, Donna Hix, B.J. 
House, Frances Manos, Amy Watford, Steve Brown, 
Ann Deakin, Mr. Wesley Thomas 
2nd Row: Evonne Edwards, Bob Hardy, Karen 
Grange, Stan Gunter, Frank Neal, Mack Palmour, 
Rob Fowler 
B.L.A.C.K. 
Kneeling: Jerome Williams, Alfred Goode 
1st Row: Donald Lucas, Vanessa Miller, Germaine 
Hunter, Lucious Lewis, Vennie Putman, Calvin 
Owens, Mike Fields 
2nd Row: Roland Williams, Lucillious Lewis, Reggie 
Phillips, Laura Daniels, Eric Marble, Veronica 




Sitting: Cliff Purcell. Lindsey Cook, Laura 
Holcomb 
1st Row: Dean Hyams, Brad Stai, Nick 
Massengiii, Rob Fowler, Deanna Dooley, 
Angie Foster, Martha Whelchel, Chip 
Frierson, Wendy Smith 
2nd Row: Angela Martin, Dana Middleton, 
Susan Jones, Teresa Waits, Gaye Barr, 
Donna Martin, Patti Gibson, David Wil- 
liams, Deb Newby, Janice Cason 
RWAB — Back Row: Cathy Goode, Tammy Moore, Leslie Hyde, Debbie Hudson, Beverly 
Saxton, Kit Deteot, Karen Grage, Denise Eberhart, Amy Roberts, Rita Castleberry, Beth 
Braden, Daisy Gaffney 
Front Row: Alison West, Janice Miller, Donna Hix, Penny Odum, Ann Weldon 
123 
ra*.,? 
BLUEJACKETS — 1st Row: Randy McCollum, Jim Staley, Bill 
Castle, SWEETHEART — Vivian Short, Dale Cunningham, 
Russell Terrell,David Waite 
2nd Row: Chris Tilley, Berkley Thomas, Chris Adair, Mike Mun- 
son 
3rd Row: Paul Perkins, Mike Miller, William Moore, Luther 
Loughridge 
4th Row: Charles Schockley, Larry Russell, Aubrey Collins, 
John Robinson 
SEMPER FIDELIS — Kneeling: Thomas Scarano, Sam 
Daughtery, Thomas Amsler 
Standing: David Robinson, Jim Warwick, Mark Elam, Mike 
Roman, Larry Emmerton 
124 
A.U.S.A. — Kneeling: George Kubitz, George 
Christy, Dave Potts, Ann Holden, Peter Kravchenko, 
James Crider, Chris Tilley, Eddie Short. 
Standing: Cpt. Janssens, Richard McElrath, Sara 
Brookshire, Connie Manley, Brad Sweezy, Fred 
Moore, Randy McCollum, Zenda Wheelus, Berkley 
Thomas, Sara Henderson, Aubrey Collins, Mark 
Shepard. 
ROD AND GUN CLUB — 1st row: Wally Ziprik, 
Russell Terrell, Johnny Goodson, Ken Grogan, Ed 
McCummings 
2nd Row: Jerome Williams, Tom Thurmond, Austin 
Sapp, Bob Thomas, Mr. Price. 
NGC PLAYMAKERS — Table Grouping: Dana 
Middleton, Mary Ann Hendrix, Teresa Thomas, 
Emmy Kirkland, Lorenzo Jackson 
1st Row: Carolyn Hunt, Teddi Black, Laura Russell, 
Mike McGuinn, Dr. Fitch, Lee Kern, Cathleen Good, 
Perry Abernathy, Julie Vandergrift, Pat Quarnstrom, 
Melinda Williams, Arthur Atkinson 
2nd Row: Clay Bridges, Dr. Fore, Joy Harstfield, 
Fred Robinson, Wanda Bass, Pam Littleton, Phillip 
Quirk, John Miller 
ALPHA PSI OMEGA — 1st Row: Patricia Quarnstrom, Teresa Thomas, Kristina Covalt, Perry Aber- 
nathy. 






A.S.P.A. — Sitting: Delphine Prescott, Anna C. Shankel, Randy 
Evanoff 
Standing: Keith Terriberry, Ashley Phillips, Andy Penick, Elaine 
Martin, Laura Rogers, Doug Ray, Ramon Vina, Steve Marett. 
CHESS CLUB — From left to right: Patricia Ouarnstrom, Po 
Tang, Arthur Atkinson, Perry Abernathy, Susan Allison, Vasiov 




SOCIETY OF PHYSIC STUDENTS 
1st Row: Sonia Byers, Tamie Moore, Jenifer 
Finch, Stephanie Scott, Dale Cunningham, 
Tommy Casey, Mike Lash, Sylvia Ferry, Phil- 
lip Knowles, Charles Grizzle 
Back Row: Sam Daughtery, Dr. Mike Davis 
6- Advisor, Ken Vining 
SOCIAL WORK CLUB — 1st Row: Mike Marsangill, Teresa Walls, Donna McDonald, Laura Holcomb, Ms. 
Linda August — Advisor. 
2nd Row: Debbie Stevens, Mary Allison, Fran Powell, Kathy Bell, Linda Gilleland 
S.A.P. 
Back Row: Andy Heetderks, Peter MacDonald — Advisor; 
Mack Palmour, Davis Palmour, David Kraft, Ken Harrison, 
Jerome Williams, Ed Thrasher, Larry Sandord 
Middle Row: Amber Looper, Tammy Harper, Pattie Walton, 
Debbie Anderson, Jennifer Pittard, Julie Reynolds, Kim 
Parsons, Meegan Reinke, John Prosch, Jennifer Corbin 
Kneeling: Cindy Zeigler, Teresa Kennedy, Trina Jones, Stan 
Harris 
A.C.E.I. 
1st Row: Julie Haley, Cher! Gunter, Emily Hernadez, Denise 
Watson 
2nd Row: Cindy Althoff, Sherri Gooch, Debbie Hudson, Dr. 
Fore 
P.E. MAJORS CLUB — 1st row: Cindy Da- 
visson, L isa Tucker, Chris Charles, Mike 
Fields, Donna Gilstrap, Russell Wright, Wen- 
dy Derrick, Sam Dyer 
Back row: Gene Baldwin, Karen Ward, Greg 
Bunn, Ernie Hall, Gil Medina, Margaret Retz- 









ALPHA LAMBDA — Sharon Frevert, 
Cindy Zeigier, Wendy Smith, Lori Jones, 
Connie Manley, Chuck Grizzle, Wanda 
Bass, Pam Pardue, Debbie Hudson, Julie 
Clifton, Sheila Kinsey, Laura Phillips, Jay 
Maher. 
WOMEN’S ATHLETIC CLUB — Bar- 
bara Warden, Rhonda Hamrich, Kathy 
Benton, Donna Hix, Amy Hodges, 
Vanessa Miller, Beth Edwards, Kelly Jo 
Justus, Janice Miller. 
131 
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION — Dr. Mike Davis — Advisor, Glaze Vaughan, Julia Waters, 
Kathleen Bennett, Jeanine Blake, Jim Pawlik, Steve Brown, Wade Horton, Elaine Martin, Vivian 
Baisley, Georgia Judson, Brian Lahr, Carol Bohn, Phyllis Gibson, Anita Davis, Teresa Crisp, Lynn 
Meadows, Neil Heath — Director, Carta Spray, Chery Gunter, Sarah Mason, Natalie Kerns, David 
Williams, Dennis Bullock, Debbie Purcell, Connie Dunbar, Mary Puckett, Bonnie Thomas, Tammy 
Slay, Donna Andrews, Cynthia Garner, B.J. House, Janice Hood, Teresa Walls, Berkley Thomas, 
Randy McCollum, Mary Ann Hedrick, Brian Sloane, Bob Patterson, Lib Sewell, Monet Sheffield, 
John Corn, Mike Munson 
132 
FO'U’MSii&.TlOlt H1WMJLM QlaWB 
WESLEY FOUNDATION — 1st row: Jim Paw- 
lik, Susan Biggert, Kay Jones. 
2nd row: Ann Deakin, Dave Freeman, Mary Ann 
Hendrick, Ken Harrison, Brian Welch, Tammy 
Slay. 
Newman Club — Pat Doody, Sandy Akers, 
David Waite, Chandler Brown, Maria Gaeta, Da- 
vid Johnson, Fred Robinson, Theresa Thomas, 
Patricia Quarnstrom 
First Year Nursing Students 
1st Row: Laura Watson, Tammy Robbins, Vicki Eaton, 
Mary Corde 
2nd Row: Shebrenia Scott, Lisa Tanner, Patti Moody, 
Bonnie Miller, Cheriy Hooper 
3rd: Gait Bartek, Sue Leneski, Sherri Jewell 
Not Pictured: Teresa Elrod, Sue Clark, Jewell Rider, 
Ginger Brownlee, Liz Olson, Patty Cole, Joan Mosely, 
Andrea Edwards, Rita Herrin, Gail Simpson, Doris 
Fosnocht, Denise Pederson, Cynthia Lifsey. 
Second Year Nursing Students 
1st Row: Betty Booth, Robbie Waters, Lynn 
James, Joyce Martin, Cathy Crisson. 2nd 
Row: Louis Tatum, Rebecca Page, Susan 
McCollum, Deb Walters. 3rd Row: Jill Hazen, 
Nancy McCutheons, Danny Blair, Loraine 
Hanie, Linda McMillan 
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The Greek life is a good life. Meeting 
new people, making new friends, loving 
—and being loved in return — ties that 
bind us to college and remain in our 
hearts forever, made twice as strong by 
the traditions and secret rituals upheld 
by each organization. The bond cre- 
ated as a Greek in college is a perma- 
nent one enabling a host of memories 
pnd experiences to be remembered 
years later with a single glance at a 
I Greek jersey. We come from all over as 
strangers, uniting under a common 
bond of love, and leave not as friends 
put as sistprs and brotherm When all is 
said and done, and the last diploma is 
hung on the watt in some far away of- 
fice, it's the firm ties made here as a 
Greek that transfer us back to our col- 
lege days amf friends and are "Cher- 
ished as precious treasures in our 
I 
"Where Are They Going, Our College Days, College Days? 
Where Are They Going So Swiftly By Me?” 
"Turn Around And We Are Strangers, Turn Around And We Are 
Friends 




Jill Ware — Secretary, Susan Oliver — President, Leslie Dudukovich — Vice President, Gaye Morris — Treasurer 
There are some 85 girls participating in the 
Greek program at NGC with the Panhellenic Coun- 
cil serving as the governing body over the sorori- 
ties. The Council coordinates all of the rush func- 
tions and intra-sorority affairs including the annual 
Panhellenic Dance held in the Spring. Comprised 
of two representatives from each chapter and ex- 
ecutive officers, the Panhellenic Council’s goal is 
working together for the betterment of the Greek 


















































i KAPPA DELTA . . . KAPPA DELTA .. . KAPPA DELTA 
I 
KAPPA DELTA: White 
Rose ... Takala ... Mean 
Mary ... candlelights ... 
Rock-a-thons ... R.H.G.S. 
... socials ... Diakomen 
... Double wide ... Cancer 
Drives ... Is that a flash? 
... Rainbow Connection 
... Senior Dance ... Noo- 
dles, cooked? ... Soon! 
... Lost Pledges! ... 
Where are the cars? ... 
AOTH! ... Bright, Shiny 
Green ... Green and White 
does it right ... Green 
M&M’s ... A Circle of 
Friendship ... 
Seated: Alison West — Vice President, Mary Cushing — President, Ginger 
Brownlee — Secretary. 
Standing: Linda Francisco — Membership Chairman, Susan Oliver — 
Panhellenic Delegate, Jane Alien — Treasurer, Lou Lane — Editor. 
V>l vnaa vddv>i vnga vddv* vnaa 
. 
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Jill Ware Alison West Valerie White Kathy Williams 
VddV» V113Q VddVX V113a VddV» 
.. KAPPA DELTA .. . KAPPA DELTA .. . KAPPA DELTA 
Jane Allen Christie Anderson Belinda Brass Alice Cooley 
Mary Cushing Carol Edwards Donna Elrod Louise Farrell Jennifer Finch Linda Francisco 
Donna Gilstrap Cindy Grindle Karen Hamrick Laurie Haynie Lou Lane Lisa Lyle 
Holly Matthews Sandy McClure Karen Nagle Susan Oliver Rebecca Page Dawn Perry 




























































^NAU PHI MU ... PHI MU PHI MU PHI MU 
PHI MU: Rattle Tattle ... RC 
... Here’s to it! ... Project 
Hope . . . ladybugs .. . 
Cl 
Sweetheart Dance ... socials 
... Jailbait ... projects for 
Muscular Dystrophy ... Burn 
Awards ... candlelights ... 
How ’bout those Phis!! ... 
“Stop in the name Rush!!” 
... cancer roadblocks ... 
Bachelorette Parties ... 
Yuckie-Poos ... Retreat, 
Hide here cames Stacey ... 
Faithful Sisters ... Oh, But 
Mama said NO!!! ... unity 
1st row: Paula Crowell — Advisor, Beth Cosper — President, Angela 
Martin — Vice President, Stacey Barfield — Treasurer. 
2nd row: Leslie Dudukovich — Panhellenic Delegate, Monica Manis — 
Provisional Membership Director, Angie Foster — Membership Director, 
Martha Whelchel — Secretary. 
i 
Cl 
IHd nw IHd nw IHd 
John Thompson 
SWEETHEART 




MU ... PHI MU I I PHI MU ... PHI MU . 
Stacey Barfield Terri Belladonna Tina Brown Janice Cason 
■ Beth Cosper Leslie Dudukovich Sheila Dunn Donna Feigenblatt Angie Foster Valerie Foster Janet Funk 
Kathy Gallant Fonda Hammer Laura Holcomb Jane Hunt Mary Hutchings Susan Jones Laura Joyce 
Jill King Christy Lueptow Anna Long Diane MacWilliam Monica Manis Angela Martin Gaye Morris 
W IHd 
Kay Stubblefield Jennie Viers 
nw IHd 
Teresa Walls Ann Walton Martha Whelchel 
ni/v IHd nw IHd nw IHd 
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PI KAPPA PHI: Red Dog Saloon ... 
Playgrounds for the Handicapped ... 
Rose Ball ... Gatlinburg or Bust! ... 
How much further, John? ... Brothers’ 
Dance ... Softball Games ... Little 
Sisters ... Go Kill ... Pajama Party 
... Pledge!!! ... Who’s Rachel? ... 
Baa-aa-aa ... Toga Party ... Fresh- 
meat? ... Do the Marsh! ... Let’s 
don’t and say we did ... Hell, yeah!! 
... I say Pi, you say Kapp ... sheep 
mascot ... Brotherhood ... 
OFFICERS: Pete Hoffman, Chuck Locked, Clay Easterling. 
2nd row: Andy Townsend, Tim Romine, Andy Smith, Greg 
Jones. 
LITTLE SISTERS: 1st row: Donna Martin, Allison Smith, Debbie Stephens, 
Penny Odom, Donnie Collins, Laura Holcomb, Karen Hamrick, Gaye Morris, 
Deb Newby. 
2nd row: Sandy McClure, Susan Oliver, Teresa Kennedy, Karen Burton. 
Id IHd VddV>l Id IHd VddV)l Id IHd VddV)l 
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I 
PI KAPPA PHI ... PI KAPPA PHI ... PI KAPPA PHI I. 
Steve Blackmon David Carlton 
Clay Easterling Roy Fishel Rote Hoffman 
Vic Irving John Jinks Jack Koon Chuck Locked 





















Tim Robinson Tim Romine Bill Sanders Andy Smith Tom Stafford David Williams 
IHd VddV» Id IHd VddVM Id IHd VddV)l Id 
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Cl 




SIGMA PHI EPSILON: Virtue? 
... Chalet... Run for Muscular 
Dystrophy ... Beer ... Golden- 
hearts ... Brew ... Suds ... 
Disco ... Sux ... Beer Busts 
are Better ... Remember Joan 
Cochran ... How 'bout that 
barbeque — Sentinella did it 
again ... Good luck to graduat- 
ing Brothers!!! ... Golden 
Showers ... Doucette!!!... Lu- 
ther ... Virgin to the end ... 
Mad Dog ... Diligence ... 
Brotherly love ... Choo-Choo 
Cl 
< 
OFFICERS: Cliff Davis, John Cox, Twigg Haney, Kelly Tribble, Clay 
Bridges. 





12 GOLDENHEARTS: 1st row: Leslie Hyde, Lisa Scroggs, Lynn Bradley. 
2nd row: Lynn Ison, Trina Jones, Holly Matthews, Carol Edwards, Paula Wolfe, 
Martha Draper, June Perry, Paula Mitchell, Stephanie Scott, Terri Belladonna, 
Anne-Marie Regeski. 
IHd VI/V9IS NOIISdB IHd WV9IS NOllSdd IH 
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. SIGMA PHI EPSILON ... SIGMA PHI EPSILON... SIGM/| 
X 
Billy Cain Tommy Casey Richard Champion 
Patrick Creamer Steve Daugherty Edward Doucette Cliff Davis Mike Edwards 
Ricky Freidman John Hall Mike Higley Mike Kosiba John McCollum Robert McLaughlin Stephen Orson 
Brian Pinson Bill Raville Raymond Ray David Rohrer Stephen Rohrer 












lM VW9IS NOHSd3 IHd VVNI9IS NOHSd3 IHd VIA/£>lS 
l 
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= ... SIGMA NU . . . SIGMA NU . .. SIGMA NU . . . SIGH 
SIGMA NU: That’s 
^ Right!! ... White Rose 
... Lake Lanier ... 
^ doughnuts ... I went 
# n to school with this guy 
in Gainesville ... Na- 
taha ... Easy ... Stu- 
pid Pledge!!! ... The 
[ “Munch” ... Surf’s 
. Up ... LABFAB ... 
Walkie Talkie ... Gob- 
ble, Gobble ... pi- 
geonhead ... incogni- 
to ... Not this week- 
end I’m going home 
with my girlfriend ... 
^ Down with Pledges ... 
ID pro, con, blackball... 
(75 I’m a new Sigma 
NullI ... 
OFFICERS: Chris Bahnsen, Wesley Martin, Bill Tierce, Nick Massengill, John 
Prosch. 





nN vi/\i9is nN vw9is nN via/ois nN vw 
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A NU SIGMA NU SIGMA NU SIGMA NU 
sis m vwsis nN vwsis nN vwsis m 
Paul Poulson Rick Hudson 
Henry Beckum Tyrus Brown Clay Carter 
Rob Fowler Mark Harris Clifton Hastings Andy Holmes 
Bobby Johnson Morris Jordan Wesley Martin Nick Massengill 
Jeff Price John Prosch Blake Thompson John Thompson 






























































SIGMA OMEGA: Sig — 
O ... Don’t be scared 
chick ... Glacier ... 
Spring Fling ... Refiecto 
... Mann ... The Mann 
Family ... Bear Paw, 
N.C. ... I know I can love 
you, watch how fast I 
can!!! ... Brother of the 
Year, BOB HARDY ... 
How 'bout them Sweet- 
hearts! ... Hey, Go with 
me! ... Bike-a-thon for 
Muscular Dystrophy ... 
House Dell ... Gong 
Show ... WAP!!! ... 
Hollies Follies ... True 
Brotherhood!!! ... 











SWEETHEARTS: Sitting: Mary Cushing, Cindy 
Grindle, Joy Hartsfield. 
Standing: Betty Seitz, Nadine Lauderdale, Jane 
Allen. 
V93VNIO WV9IS V93WO VW9IS V93WO VIA 
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A OMEGA .. . SIGMA OMEGA .. . SIGMA OMEGA . .. 
Doug Boggs William Butt 
John dower Ernie Cole John Corn 
Larry Duckett Jewell Duncan Bob Hardy Stanley Harris 
A! Hoyle Phillip James Hal Jones Preston Jones Davis Palmour 
Mack Palmour Bogy Patton A.F. Taylor Richie Taylor Glaze Vaughan Sam Whelchel 



























































BROTHERHOOD .. SISTERHOOD . BROTHERHOOD .. SI 
154 





Lindsey Cook John Clower Steve Brown 
Beth Cosper Marcelle Cunningham 
WHO'S WHO 
Cliff Davis Donna Gilstrap 
Robert Hardy Joy Harts field Clifton Hastings 
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WHO’S WHO 
Laura Holcomb Hal Jones Katrina Jones 
160 
WHO’S WHO 






MARY ANN HENDRICK TERESA KENNEDY 






SOCIETY OF PHYSICS STUDENT 
ANNA SHANKEL 






ANGELA THOMAS GLAZE VAUGHAN 
B.L.A.C.K. CLUB WOMEN'S ATHLETIC CLUB 
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TERESA WALLS 
PHI KAPPA PH! NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY 
Jane Allen Belinda Brass Tina Brown 
Echo Company Bravo Company Blue Ridge Rifles 
Valerie Chamberlain Susan Corry 
Color Guard Order of Colombo 
MILITARY SWEETHEARTS 
165 
Laura Daniels Barbara Day 
2nd Battalion Charlie Company 
Gail Dougherty Peggy Gill Karen Hamrick 
Headquarters Company Delta Company Aggressors 
MILITARY SWEETHEARTS 
166 
Donna Jackson Karen Marks Doug McEnery 
Alfa Company 1st Battalion Foxtrot 
PICTURES NOT AVAILABLE 
FOR: 
Martha Draper — NCO Club 
Mrs. Edwards — Golden Eagle 
Band 
Delores Seaboll — Officer's Club 
Deborah Mock Dawn Perry 
Semper Fiedlis Society Brigade 
MILITARY SWEETHEARTS 
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A SPECIAL TIME WITH SPECIAL PEOPLE ... that 
is the only way to describe Intro Sessions and Intro 
Leaders. Intro is a very important time and is the step- 
ping stone to making the transition to college life in "our 
little corner of the world". The Intro Leaders help make 
that transition smoother and more fun. All of the Intro 
Leaders are dedicated, responsible, caring members of 
North Georgia College's student body and are the best 
example that new students can see on their first visit to 
NGC. It is special people like Dean Hyams, Dean Hinz, 
and the Intro leaders that make Intro Sessions so unfor- 
getable and enjoyable. And, they are certainly appreci- 
ated. Thank you ... 
Bottom to Top: Mr. Tom Waiter, Dean Hinz, Dean 
Hyams, Jane Allen, Marceiie Cunningham, Teresa 
Walls, Alison West, Mary Cushing, Steve Brown, Holly 
Matthews, Wesley Martin, Glaze Vaughan, Clifton Has- 
tings, John Clower, Lindsey Cook, David Palmour. 
A SPECIAL TIME 





Denn is Bullock 
Teresa Beal Henry Beckum Steven Blackman Doug Boggs 
Bonnie Bradach Belinda Brass Steve Brown Tyrus Brown 
Billy Cain Marilee Camerieri day Carter Janice Cason Kenneth Chapman 
171 
Chris Charles Donnie Childers John dower Ernie Cole Michael Conley 
Sam Daugherty Cliff Davis Gary Davis Paul Dennis David Durham 
172 
Jewell Duncan Randy Dunn Alan Duval Anselm Dyer Carol Edwards 
Michael Goldberg 
173 
Karen Grage Tommie Gray Cheryl Gunter Lynn Hammond Bob Hardy 
Stanley Hinson Laura Holcomb Andy Holmes 





Rita Kuykendall Mike Lash Lisa LeVan Anna Long 
Christy Lueptow Don MacMillan 
Tony Martin 
Barry Lowman 




Charles May Dan McAllister John McCollum Mike McGuinn Robert McLaughlin 
Bogy Patton 
Lynn Meadows Kart Merritt Janet Middlebrooks John Miracle Beth McNeil 
Eddie Mitchell 
Michael O’Halpin 
Karen Nagle Frank Neal Joyce Neal Diane Nicewarner 
Lori Orr Bastian Oskam Priscilla Owings Rebecca Page 
Davis Palmour Mack Palmour Elijah Parker 
Janice Peck F.P. Poulson Delphine Prescott 
Patricia Quarnstrom Barry Rainwater Anne Rauth 
Kay Ray Raymond Ray Waymon Ray 
John Prosch, Jr. Mary Puckett 
Lori Raynor Margaret Retziaff Frederic Robinson David Rohrer Carla Rosekrans 
178 
Bill Sanders Beverly Saxton Stephanie Scott Derek Sentinella Joanna Sexton 
Anna Shankel Lynn Slocum Andy Smith 
Kimberly Smith Kathy Sneed Richard Spearman Deborah Stephens Valerie Stewert 
Li 
179 
Julie Wakely John Walker Lauri Walls 
Rodney Trevillion 
Glaze Vaughan 
Rockco Stowers John Sweatte Mary Tartar Joyce Taylor Richie Taylor 
Randy Thomas Teresa Thomas Tommy Thomas Betty Tolver 
Tina Tucker Lisa Tucker 
180 





































































































JUNIORS . . . JUNIORS JUNIORS . . . 
185 
JUNIORS .. . JUNIORS JUNIORS .. . JUNIORS ... 
Cheryl Hopper Cherrie Hull 












































































A.F. Taylor Angela Thomas Blake Thompson John Thompson 
Cathy Thraen Bill Tierce D&hhia Tnu/nconH 
ESS 
JUNIORS ... JUNIORS ... JUNIORS .. . JUNIORS 
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Jo Ann Wagner 
Teresa Waidrip 
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FACULTY, ADMINISTRATION, & STAFF 
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PRESIDENT 
Dr. John H. Owen 
Mr. H. Michael Hyams —1 Dean of Students Miss Katherine Hinz Assistant Dean of Students 
DEANS 
Mr. Bill Woody 
Assistant to the Dean 
Colonel Benjamin Purcell 
Commandant of Cadets 
Mr. Thomas Dalton 
Director of College Relations 
Mr. Gary Steffey 
Registrar and Director of Admissions 
Mr. Tom Walter 
Student Counselor 
Mr. Larry Mitchell 
Director of Continuing Education 
ADMINISTRA TION 
Dr. W.D. Bellamy 
Director of Testing and Placement 
Mr. Randy Butler 
Director of Plant Operations 
Mr Arnold Hulsey 
Director of Financial Aid 
Mr. Steve Ferguson 
Director of Personnel 
Mr. Roy Loehr 
Director of Procurement 
Mr Virgil McIntyre 
Director of Computer Services 
Mr William Gerspacher 
Comptroller 
213 
Dr. Lawrence Dennis Mr. Lester Conyers Miss Marian Dykes 
Dr. Al Ellington Mr. Stephen Marett 
Mr. Gautam Vashi Dr. John Pearce 
Mr. Kipling Pirkle 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
BIOLOGY 
Dr. Dorothy Brock Dr Thomas Fox Dr James C. Parker 
CHEMISTRY 
Dr Thomas Davis 
Dr. Thomas Richardson 
Dr. J.B. Wool folk 
Dr. Christopher Sharp Dr. Virginia Boyle Mr. David Henderson 
Mr. Stephen Armstrong Dr. Sidney Benton Dr. Judith Long 
Dr. Terry McLeod Dr. David Fore 
EDUCA TION 
Dr. Robert Saba 
Dr. Larry Sorohan Dr. Jewell Wade 
Dr. Janie Osborn 
ENGLISH 
Dr. Mary Ruth Miller 
Dr. Paul McClure 
1 mm 
Mr. Guy Lai! Dr. Eugene Wiggins 
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Dr. David Barnett 
Mr. Robert Owens 
Mrs. Anne Amerson 
Miss Leslie Mims Mr. Winslow Cranneii 
Mr. Lyman Hammond Mr. Joe H. Morgan 
FINE ARTS 
Miss Denise Parr 
219 
LIBRARY 
Ms. Mary Hood Mr. Willie Gordon Mr. Phillip Walker 
Mrs. Marjorie Clark 
Ms. Valentine Dobbs 
Mrs. Fannie Ragan Ms Cynthia Comer Debbie Smith 
MATHEMATICS 
Dr. Phillip Buckhiesler 
— 
Dr. William Roughead 
Mr. Daniel Skelley 
Dr. Linda Wheat 
MODERN LANGUAGES 
Dr. Bruce Fitch 
Dr. Guy Oliver 
Colonel Benjamin Purcell Major John Hutcheson Major Robert Dye 
Captain Charles Clarkson Captain James Janssens 
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Captain Charles Sanders Captain Chris Olson 
SSG Robert Sturm 
U&ARMV 
SFC Lowery SFC Windell McWhorter SFC Kenneth Viasek 
223 
Mias Sarah Putnam 
224 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
Mr. Orvil Hause Mr. Tony Harris Mr. Vaslov Milacek 225 
PHYSICS 
Dr. T. Michael Davis Dr. Donald E. Kinkaid 
Dr. Terry Flesch 
226 
Mr. John Csomor Dr. Paul Dobson 
Dr. William Leger Dr. Ray Rensi 
Dr. Frank 
Mr. James Kidd 
SPECIAL STUDIES 
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Mr. Richard Baker 
Assistant Director of College Relations 
Mr. Bill Smith 
Admissions Counselor 
Mr. Wes Thomas 
Assistant Director, Student Center 
Mr. Paula Crowell 
Head Resident — Donavon Hall 
Ms. Anna Long Mrs. Judy Lunsford 
Head Resident — Lewis Complex Secretary, Dean of Students 
Mrs. Doris Freeman 
Secretary, President 
Mrs. Shirley Langdon 
Secretary, Dean 
Mrs. Geneva Shaw 
Secretary, Registrar 
Miss Loretta Black 
Secretary, Assistant Dean of Students 
Miss Debbie Eaton 
Secretary, Student Counselor 
Mrs. Kathryn Phillips 
Secretary, Commandant of Cadets 
Mrs. Wilma West 
Secretary, Commandant of Cadets 
Mrs. Delores Seaboit 
Secretary, Assistant Commandant 
Mrs. Kay Baker 
Secretary, Director of Development 
Mrs. Doris Sutton 




Mrs. Reba Fortner 
Secretary, Director of College Relatione 
Mrs. Gail Ross 
Alumni Secretary 
Mrs. Sandra Parsons 
Secretary, Aaaiatant Director ot 
College Relations 
Mrs. Leron Vermillion 
Secretary, Admissions Counselor 
Mrs. Mildred Caldwell 
Secretary, Assistant Registrar 
Mrs. Patricia Mulkey 
Secretary, Assistant Registrar 
Mrs. Linda Caldwell 
Secretary, Comptroller 
Ms. Elizabeth Walden 
Secretary, Plant Operations 
Cpt. Fred Hooper 
Security Officer 
Ms. Laura Saine 
Secretary, Procurement 
Mrs. Nell Cosens 
Computer Technician 
Mrs. Debbie Price 
Job Development and Placement 
Coordinator 
Mrs. Delores Daugherty 
Secretary, Director of Student Center 
230 
PROFESSOR OF THE YEAR 
Dr. Lawrence J. Sorohan 
PROFESSOR OF EDUCA TION 
IN MEMORIAM 
As students these men were happily involved in all sorts of campus 
activities. They were concerned cadet leaders, wisely and vigorously per- 
forming their duties in an outstanding manner. They were cadet followers, 
eagerly learning the rules in the Blue Book (and maybe how to get around a 
few of them without getting caught). But whether leader or follower they were 
all disciplined and patriotic Americans who enjoyed a Sunday Parade and 
were moved by the sounds of the Band playing the Star Spangled Banner. 
As all men do, they loved life, but loved more dearly their sense of Duty, 
Honor and Country. For the love of country, and with a keen sense of honor, 
they served. To help other peoples be free, they went forth to do battle and 
finally as brave warriors died on the battlefields of Korea and Vietnam. 
Many former students of North Georgia College have given much, but 
these men have given all! To their memory we pay homage. 



























William Branch Weiborn Callahan 

















John Pearson Robert Phillips 
Graduated 1956 Graduated 1968 
Robert Rabb Benny Stowers 










TO THOSE WHO SERVED AND DIED 
“The Place To Be” 
Sandwiches ... Pizza ... Brew 
Sam Miller Dan Grindle 
864-6923 
DAHLONEGA PHARMACY, INC. 
“Just As Your Doctor Orders” 
Phone 864-2522 
Best Food Yet 
Open 24 Hours 
Dahlonega, Georgia 30533 
234 
Have a Coke* and a smile. 
Coke'adds life. 
The Atlanta Coca-Cola Bottling Company 
Gainesville, Georgia 
Golden Inn Motel 
Highway 19 North 
Dahlonega, Ga 30533 
Phone (404) 864-6191 




P.O. BOX 308 CHESTATEE STREET 









CODY CHEVROLET, INC. 
Dahlonega, Georgia 
Phone 864-6145 — Atlanta Phone 688-2159 
DON’S # 1 r DON’S %2 
   
On The Square Hwy. 19 North 
SUPPORTING 
THE BUTTERCUP 
Old Fashion Milk Shakes 
14 Flavors Of Ice Cream 
Sandwiches 
Drinks And Pies 
NORTH GEORGIA 
COLLEGE 
On The Square 
237 
HARDWARE & BUILDING CENTER 
ANYTHING FOR BUILDING — RED I MIX CONCRETE 
TELEPHONE 
404/864-6175 
101 MOORES DR. 
DAHLONEGA, GA. 30533 
JON O’RILEY’S 
Sandwich Shoppe 
209 W. Main St. 
Dahlonega, Ga 
Open Daily 
Delivery Service 404-864-6201 
PHONE: 404-864-7206 
Hconarb a Ijiouae of Jfitotoera 
92 NORTH GROVE ST. 
OAHONEGA. GA. 30533 
. MANAGER 6t DESIGNER - 
jacky j. Fortner 
404-064-6983 




You're feeling good about yourself. And it 
shows, in the way you look, the way you 
move, and in everything you do—even in 
what you drink. You're drinking Diet Pepsi- 
Cola, with just one calorie in twelve ounces 
and that great honest-to-Pepsi taste. You're 
drinking Diet Pepsi...and it shows! 
Pepsi Cola Bottling Company Of 
Gainsville, Georgia 
(M?ug Boggs — Chief Photog- 
rapher 
Connie Manley -J>. Artist 
Jayne Thraen — Business 
Manager 
W ' ”' ~ — —t-" —r— —-—- • _ 
Sandy Akers — Activi- Kathy ' Belt — Activi- j Ricky fLombardol — 
ties . ties''nW$§&;-J>hotographer 
Gaye ^Morris — Greeks 
and Copy Editor 
Charles Wilson — Clubs 
and spepia! people 
Joy Reynolds — Assista 
Editor 
Miltary and Sports 
I vr 
) t35T 
—  ^ 
WE RAT RACE 
f IS OVER. W 
tTHE RA TS WON. 
Dr. Jewel Wade — Publications Chmrperstk 
 s :Sk'.. T: . .. : ' Laura Rogers — Editor 
'm a ** «- - -n mi ——— ■ '■ J ' ^ Mr. Dave Henderson-Advisor \ 




